
09:00 – 9:30 Registration JP/EN 

9:30 – 10:15 Welcome & BlackBerry QNX Keynote Address 
 The Essential Role Safety and Security play in Society 5.0 JP/EN

10:15 – 10:45 Functional Safety and Security - Xilinx JP

10:45 – 11:15 NETWORKING BREAK 

11:15 – 12:00 Cybersecurity Implementations for Embedded Software Systems JP/EN 

12:00 – 12:30 System Performance Analysis ARM64 Hypervisor Environment - Kyoto Microcomputer  JP 

12:30 – 13:45 NETWORKING LUNCH

13:45 – 14:15 Qualcomm Snapdragon Automotive Computer Solution - Qualcomm  JP

14:15 – 15:00 Safety is a Software State of Mind   JP/EN

15:00 – 16:00 NETWORKING RECEPTION 

Tuesday, October 8, 2019, 09:00 – 16:00 
ANA Intercontinental Tokyo, 1-12-33 Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0052, Japan

TECHFORUM
TOKYO, JAPAN 2019

Agenda and speakers subject to change

Join BlackBerry QNX for TECHForum Japan on October 8th



BlackBerry QNX Presentations

The Essential Role Safety and Security 
play in Society 5.0

Society 5.0 envisions a technologically advanced era in 
which IoT, autonomy and robotics better aid populations 
for more sustainability, efficiencies and comfort. To ensure 
the nobility of this initiative is carried out as envisioned, 
software plays the role of invisible manufacturer; 
underpinning these industrial systems ensuring reliability 
and adherence to the most stringent safety and  
security standards. 

BlackBerry QNX will examine the trends, design 
challenges, and regulatory considerations currently 
impacting many of the markets identified in Society 5.0, 
namely autonomous and connected vehicles, industrial 
automation and robotics, and medical devices and 
healthcare. Learn how BlackBerry QNX with its partner 
ecosystems offers best in class, safety-certified, secure, 
deterministic and reliable software to help make Society 
5.0 a reality. 

Safety is a Software State of Mind

Mission-critical systems require the correct operation 
of a system to prevent catastrophic results. There is an 
increased dependence on sophisticated software to 
ensure the proper operation of embedded systems that 
are reliant on mission-critical and life-critical operations 
within vehicles, medical devices, heavy machinery, power 
and energy, robotics, and industrial automation. While the 
individual market challenges may differ across industries, 
the common embedded software development challenges 
of adhering to stringent functional safety standards remain 
the same. 

Join BlackBerry QNX as we examine software safety 
implications and the vital role a safety culture which 
includes education, processes, methods, tools  
and behaviors play in delivering functional safe  
embedded systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cybersecurity Implementations for 
Embedded Software Systems

The monetary value of data, the ability to cause serious 
harm, and the interoperability and connectivity of mission-
critical systems make them vulnerable targets. This 
isn’t about scare tactics or sensationalizing the security 
threats embedded systems face but rather it’s looking at 
incorporating best practices when designing, developing 
and maintaining secure embedded software systems. 
Building a measurable software security strategy cannot 
be “bolted on” as an afterthought. It must pervade culture, 
processes and tools. Join us to review real-life case studies 
based on BlackBerry’s deep cybersecurity expertise.



Presenters

Eiji Kainoo 
Senior Director, Qualcomm

Kunihiko Tsuji 
Kyoto Microcomputer 

After developing firmware for embedded devices and OS for communication devices, he leads the development team for 
Java execution environments for embedded and mobile phones. From 2003 to present, he handles customer support for the 
debugging environment of Linux for JTAG emulators and multi-core SoCs. New applications such as the JTAG debugger, the 
trace tool and system performance analysis, which are KMC’s signature products, are being devised every day.

Tomoya Sakashita 
APAC Technical Sales Processor Specialist, Xilinx

Tomoya Sakashita joined Xilinx in 2010 after experiencing SoC development at a 
semiconductor design company. He is supporting hardware and software development with 
solutions that take advantage of the features of Arm processor built-in SoC “Zynq” series.

Yoshiki Chubachi 
Business Development Manager

Yoshiki Chubachi is an automotive business development manager for QNX Software Systems, 
and is responsible for promoting the QNX CAR Platform for Infotainment, the QNX OS for 
Automotive Safety, the QNX Platform for ADAS, and other QNX automotive solutions throughout 
Japan. Yoshiki has deep experience developing in-car infotainment systems, including the 
world’s first AutoPC-based navigation product. Throughout the course of his career, he has 
managed the sales of automotive technologies, both in Japan and internationally; architected 
navigation systems for automotive OEMs; and developed hardware and software.

Yoshiki speaks often at telematics events and industry seminars, with a focus on in-vehicle 
architectures and telematics. His accomplishments include helping an infotainment software 
company based in Germany launch its infotainment business in Japan. 

Yoshiki holds a Master’s degree in engineering from Tohoku University, as well as a doctorate degree from Shizuoka 
University, where he performed research on blue light-emitting elements on II-VI semiconductor crystal thin film.



Kaivan Karimi 
Senior Vice President of Sales, BlackBerry Technology Solutions

Kaivan Karimi has over 23 years of operational and leadership experience in the software and 
semiconductor industries focused on automotive, telecom, and industrial markets. An avid 
blogger, he has been a recognized IoT evangelist since 2010. He has advised multiple startups 
in the IoT space, and has grown IoT businesses at Fortune 500 companies.

Kaivan currently serves as SVP of Sales and Marketing for BlackBerry Technology Solutions 
(BTS) at BlackBerry. He is responsible for driving growth of embedded software and 
cybersecurity-related solutions for mission-critical applications in automotive, medical, 
defense, and industrial markets. His responsibilities include sales, product marketing, partner 
ecosystem management, and operationalizing growth strategy. Prior to joining BlackBerry, he 
served as the VP and General Manager of Atmel wireless MCUs and IoT business unit.

Earlier, he served in various leadership roles at Freescale Semiconductor and Cadence Design Systems.

Kaivan holds graduate degrees in engineering (MSEE) and business (MBA).

Scott Linke 
Director, Automotive Architecture 

As director of automotive architecture at QNX Software Systems, Scott Linke is responsible for 
providing leadership and direction for infotainment, telematics, and safety products based on 
QNX software.

Scott’s 30-year career in automotive electronics spans hardware and software design. Prior 
to joining QNX, he held positions at Texas Instruments, Delphi Automotive Systems, and 
General Motors. His work has encompassed various engineering disciplines, with specialties in 
electronic hardware, software, and microcontroller design, and in the design and architecture 
of multimedia, infotainment, and telematics devices. In the late 1990s he was an early adopter 
and evangelist for the use of the QNX Neutrino OS in an automotive systems.

Scott holds a Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical & Electronics Engineering and Computer  
Engineering from North Dakota State University.

Hideki Matsuoka 
Country Sales Manger, Japan 

As Country Sales Manager, Hideki Matsuoka is responsible for managing QNX Software 
Systems’ sales accounts and distributors — spanning the automotive, medical and industrial 
markets — throughout Japan. 

Hideki joined QNX in 1997 to support the company’s automotive businesses. He has more 
than 20 years of experience in the semiconductor and embedded software industries, and has 
brought in increased design wins to QNX in Japan through direct and distribution channels. 

Hideki holds a Bachelor of Arts from Chuo University.
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